ABSTRACT In spatial databases, the objects have semantic attributes as well as geographic coordinates. Considering the two aspects, we propose the diameter-aware extreme group query (DiaEG query), which searches for good k-item groups of objects. We mark the k-groups according to both semantic closenesses and geographic diameters. On the one hand, the semantic closeness ensures that in the good group the members should be close to the semantic query point q. On the other hand, the geographic diameter ensures that the members should be close to (or far from) each other geographically. The importances of the two aspects are evaluated by the weights α and 1 − α. Since for non-expert users it is difficult to assign an appropriate α, we propose two types of DiaEG queries, namely, the threshold-satisfaction query and the best-satisfaction query. The first type searches for good groups such that their total satisfaction is not smaller than a given threshold. The second type searches for the best group that has the highest satisfaction. The satisfaction of a group is the length of the α range, where the group keeps having the highest score. If we map the groups into the (semantic, geographic)-space, the query results are in fact the extreme points on the convex hull in the space. Using the properties of the convex hull, we propose efficient algorithms to answer two types of queries. Instead of enumerating all k-groups, our algorithms can construct the groups incrementally and terminate once the results have been found. We conduct experiments on both real and synthetic data sets, and the experimental results show that the proposed algorithms can answer the DiaEG queries efficiently.
I. INTRODUCTION
In spatial databases, the objects have geographic coordinates as well as semantic attribute values. For example, scenic spots may have their (longitude, latitude)'s which act as their geographic coordinates, and may also have (price, rate, number of comments)'s which act as their semantic attribute values. On the one hand, considering the semantic attributes only, a user can find a group of spots that best meet his interests. There are various ways to mark the spots semantically and the spots with the highest scores are selected as the answers. On the other hand, considering the geographic coordinates, the user can also find a group of spots that best meet his spatial requirements. There are various spatial requirements, such as ''the spots should be far away from downtown'', ''the spots should be in the neighborhood of my house'', and ''the spots should be close to each other'', and so on. In this paper, considering both semantic and geographic aspects, we propose a new spatial query named diameter-aware extreme group query (DiaEG query), which aims at searching for good object groups. For example, a typical DiaEG query is ''find four spots satisfying (1) the ticket price of each spot is around 50RMB and (2) they are close to each other geographically''. Here the condition (1) is the user's semantic interest and the condition (2) is the user's geographic requirement.
Given a set of objects with d-dimensional semantic attributes and two-dimensional geographic coordinates, a DiaEG query finds the k-item groups that have good aggregate scores on both semantic and geographic aspects. The aggregate score c.s of a group c can be figured out by linearly combining the semantic score c.δ and the geographic diameter c.θ of the group, i.e., c.s = α × c.δ
where α (∈ [0, 1]) weighs the semantic aspect and (1 − α) weighs the geographic aspect. Since for most users it is difficult to define α appropriately, DiaEG query does not need users to enter α's. Instead, DiaEG query searches for the good groups which can make most people satisfied. In this paper, we study two types of DiaEG queries that meet two different satisfaction requirements,i.e., best-satisfaction and threshold-satisfaction, respectively. The best-satisfaction DiaEG query and the thresholdsatisfaction DiaEG query both aim at finding the groups, which can adapt to as many different α's as possible. If we enumerate all k-item groups and map them as points in the (semantic, geographic)-space (denoted as (δ, θ)-space), the extreme points on the convex hull have the highest-scores with respect to (w.r.t.) different α's. Such extreme point c has its own confidence range. Here ''confidence range'' means c has the highest score when α is in this range. The satisfaction of c is the length of its confidence range. The best-satisfaction query searches for the extreme point that has the largest satisfaction, and the threshold-satisfaction query selects the extreme points if the sum of their satisfactions is above a given threshold τ .
Next, we introduce an application scenario of the DiaEG query. Assume that a business manager wants to select locations for three new convenience stores. Semantically, the locations should meet her favourite price att 1 (i.e. 50) and population density att 2 (i.e., 80). Geographically, the locations should be far apart from each other in order to avoid competitions among the fellow stores. As Fig. 1 shows, there are eleven locations available, i.e., {p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p 10 } on the right map. The semantic attribute values of the locations are shown in the left table, i.e., (att 1 , att 2 )'s. For simple, the values are normalized in the range [0, 100]. According to some scoring function on the semantic aspect and some diameter measurement on the geographic aspect, each threeitem group c has its own (c.δ, c.θ) and can be mapped as a point in the (δ, θ)-space. Among the points in the space, we figure out the extreme points on the convex hull, which correspond to the groups with the highest scores, i.e., The first group {C, D, G} is the best one when α falls into its confidence range [0, 0.29), the second group {E, H , J } is the best one when α falls into its confidence range [0.29, 0.73), and the third group {E, I , J } is the best one when α falls into its confidence range [0.73, 1]. The satisfaction of {C, D, G} is 0.29 (i.e., 0.29 − 0), the satisfaction of {E, H , J } is 0.44 (i.e., 0.73 − 0.29), and the satisfaction of {E, I , J } is 0.27 (i.e., 1 − 0.73). Thus, the best-satisfaction query selects {E, H , J } as the result, because it has the largest satisfaction 0.44. The threshold-satisfaction query selects groups {{C, D, G}, {E, H , J }} as the result because the sum of their satisfactions is 0.73 > τ (i.e., 0.29 + 0.44) assuming the threshold τ is 0.7.
In the above example, we omit the details of the semantic scoring function and the geographic diameter measurement. There are various ways to define the semantic scores and the DiaEG query can adapt to every scoring function. The measurement of the geographic diameter depends on different applications. In some applications, the diameter can be defined as the distance of the farthest pair in the group, i.e., far-pair diameter. In other applications, the diameter can be defined as the distance of the nearest pair in the group, i.e., near-pair diameter. For example, in the scenicspot-selection application, using the far-pair diameter is reasonable because we want to minimize the distance of the farthest spot pair in the group. However, in the store-locationselection application, using the near-pair diameter is reasonable because we want to maximize the distance of the nearest location pair in the group. The DiaEG query can adapt to the two types of geographic diameters.
To answer the DiaEG query, a straightforward approach is to enumerate all k-groups, map the groups as points in the (δ, θ)-space, find the extreme points on the convex hull, and identify the results among the extreme points w.r.t. the satisfaction requirements. The most time consuming step is finding the extreme points. Due to the large amount of points (i.e., k-groups), building the convex hull is very slow. Hence, we propose a more efficient approach which can displace the straightforward approach. The proposed approach can incrementally construct the groups on the convex hull rather than enumerating all groups. The approach can terminate once the satisfaction requirement has been met. We conduct experiments on both synthetic and real datasets to evaluate the performances of the proposed approach. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can answer DiaEG queries more efficiently than the straightforward approach.
To summarize, we list the contributions of this paper as follows.
• We propose a new spatial query, i.e., DiaEG query, which can find k-groups satisfying the user's semantic interests and having the required geographic diameters.
• We propose two types of DiaEG queries, i.e., bestsatisfaction DiaEG query and threshold-satisfaction DiaEG query, which search for good k-groups without the assignment of α.
• We design efficient algorithms to answer the two type DiaEG queries and conduct experiments on both synthetic and real datasets.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews the related work. Section III defines the DiaEG queries formally and presents the basic properties that will support the proposed algorithms. Section IV proposes an algorithm to find the extreme groups on the convex hull efficiently. Section V proposes algorithms to answer the best-satisfaction query and the threshold-satisfaction query. Section VI reports the experimental results and Section VII summarizes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the DiaEG query has not been studied before. We briefly review the existing work that are related to ours. First, the DiaEG query is related to the result diversification problems in the database area ( [1]- [4] , etc.), if we employ the near-pair diameter. The diversification aims at making the query results both relevant to the user's interests and far away from each other. The result set R is evaluated by a score s = αδ(R) + (1 − α)θ (R), where δ(R) is a function measuring the relevance of R, θ (R) is a function measuring the diversity of R, and α is a weight used to make a tradeoff between δ(R) and θ (R). Due to different definitions of δ(R) (θ (R)), the diversification problems can be classified into two types, i.e., Max-Sum diversification and Max-Min diversification [3] .
In Max-Sum diversification, δ(R) (θ(R)) depends on all elements in R, while in Max-Min diversification problem, δ(R) (θ (R)) depends on the worst element in R. Like our DiaEG query, δ(R) depends on the least relevant member and θ (R) depends on the nearest pair. The diversification problem is NP-complete [5] . To solve the diversification problem, there are many efficient approximate algorithms ( [1] , [2] , [4] , etc.), which partition and probe the search space by considering the upper bound of the scores that can be attained by using the unseen objects. However, our DiaEG query is different from the Max-Min diversification problem, because the DiaEG defines the relevance and diameter in two separate spaces while the Max-Min diversification problem defines both the relevance and diversity in the same space. Due to the different definitions, we cannot use the existing diversification algorithms to answer our DiaEG queries and we can take advantage of the separate spaces to answer DiaEG queries efficiently.
In the spatial database area, there are some work related to ours that aim at diversifying the search results on the geographic aspect [6] - [11] . The KNDN problem [6] , [8] searches for the k nearest neighbours of a query point q subject to a diversity constraint . It maximizes the sum of the distances between results to q and meanwhile ensures the pairwise distances of results should be at least . The KNDN problem is NP-complete and [8] proposes a greedy algorithm to solve the problem. Our DiaEG query is different from the KNDN problem, because the KNDN problem searches for objects in a single space and uses a fixed threshold to ensure the diversity. Our DiaEG query does not require a threshold to ensure the diversity.
Given a query location q and a set of query keywords , the spatial group keyword query (SGK query) [9] - [11] selects a group of objects covering and satisfying the geographic requirements, which are to minimize the distance of farthest member to q and to minimize the distance of the farthest pair. The SGK query is relevant to our DiaEG query if we employ the far-pair diameter. However, the SGK query is different from the DiaEG query, because the SGK query measures closeness and diversity in the two-dimensional geographic space while DiaEG query measures closeness and diversity in the d-dimensional semantic space and the two-dimensional geographic space respectively. In addition, the SGK query results should cover all keywords, which is a constraint and can be used to reduce the search space. To answer SGK queries efficiently, [9] proposes both exact and approximate algorithms with the support of IR-tree [12] . The IR-tree is an augmented R-tree with inverted lists attached that can index objects considering both keyword information and geographic locations. We cannot borrow the SGK query algorithms to answer the DiaEG query because we have to find results without the help of keywords.
The traditional top-k query selects the best k objects according to their scores which are commonly figured out by using the function f : − → p → − → α , − → p where − → p denotes the attribute values of an object and − → α indicates different importances of attributes [13] . Assigning appropriate − → α is difficult if the users are non-experts who have little database knowledge. In order to avoid the assignment of − → α , there are some work [14] - [17] focus on presenting the top-k results according to regret ratios. The regret ratio indicates the largest difference between the best object and the other objects for all possible − → α s. These work aims at finding the top-k objects with minimum regret ratios efficiently by using approximate algorithms. The regret ratio based problems are different from our DiaEG query, because they find individual objects while the DiaEG query finds groups of objects. Another difference is that their results depend on the regret ratios of objects while the DiaEG results depends on the satisfactions of groups.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define the DiaEG queries formally and use a simple example to explain the definitions. We also analyse the properties of the extreme groups in the (δ, θ)-space.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
There are a set of objects O with d semantic attributes and two geographic coordinates. Given a semantic query q, which has d attributes as well as the objects in O, the semantic closeness of an object o i ∈ O is SDist(q, o i ), which is measured by the Euclidean distance q, o i between q and o i in the semantic space. In this paper for simple SDist(q, o i ) is measured by Euclidean distance and certainly it can be measured by other more complicated distances too. The geographic distance between two objects A k-item group consists of k objects from O. According to q, its semantic closeness c.δ depends on the worst member which is the farthest one to q, i.e.,
In some scenarios, the group's geographic diameter c.θ depends on the nearest pair in the group, i.e.,
which is also called the near-pair diameter. While in other scenarios, c.θ depends on the farthest pair in the group, i.e.,
which is also called the far-pair diameter. For example, when selecting k scenic spots, it is reasonable to use the far-pair diameter, because the user may want the spots close to each other and the far-pair is the worst pair. For another example, when selecting k locations for opening convenience stores, it is reasonable to use the near-pair diameter, because the user may want the locations far from each other and the near-pair is the worst pair.
In Fig. 1 , the last column shows the semantic closeness of each object. As an example of how to figure out the semantic closeness of a group, the three-item group c{p 4 , p 9 , p 7 } (i.e., {E, H , J }) has the semantic closeness
where SDist p i is short for SDist q,p i , and the farthest member is p 7 (i.e., H ). Since we use the near-pair diameter, the geographic diameter is
where GDist p i p j is short for GDist(o i , o j ), and the nearest pair is (p 4 , p 7 ) (i.e., (E, H )).
Considering both semantic closeness c.δ and geographic diameter c.θ, when employing the near-pair diameter, we evaluate the group c using the scoring function
where α ∈ [0, 1] weighs the importance of the semantic closeness and (1−α) weighs the importance of the geographic diameter. In order to make a larger score indicate a better group, we use the opposite value of c.δ in Eq. 5. As an example, in Fig. 1 , the score of c{p 4 
where α = 0.4. When employing the far-pair diameter, we evaluate the group c using the scoring function
In order to make a larger score indicate a better group, we use the opposite values of both c.δ and c.θ in Eq. 7.
Definition 1 (Extreme Group): An extreme group c is the group that has the maximum score with respect to (w.r.t.) a certain
Since there are multiple extreme groups w.r.t. different α's, we use C to denote the set of extreme groups. As an example, {E, H , J } is an extreme group w.r.t. to α ∈ [0.29, 0.73). In Fig. 1 , the extreme groups are 
where c.
α ⊥ and c.α denote the lower bound and upper bound of the confidence range c.α. The function f (α) denotes the probability density function of the α value.
To capture f (α), a practical way is to implement statistic analyses on query logs. In Fig. 1 , we assume f (α) follows the uniform distribution, i.e., f (α) = 1. Thus, the satisfaction of For example, the result of the threshold-satisfaction query
is C = {{C, D, G}, {E, H , J }}, which has a total satisfaction 0.73.
B. PROPERTIES OF EXTREME GROUPS
Since each group c has a semantic closeness c.δ and a geographic diversity c.θ, the groups can be regarded as points in the (δ, θ)-space. In the space, there are n k points in total where n is the number of objects in O and k is the group size. The extreme groups are the points on the convex hull [13] . If the near-pair diameter is used, the extreme groups are on the LTU → UTL. Here LTU means the ''leftmost-then-uppermost'' point on the convex hull, namely, the point that has the maximum θ among the points having the minimum δ's. The UTL means the ''uppermost-thenleftmost'' point on the convex hull, namely, the point that has the minimum δ among the points having the maximum θ's. Fig. 2a shows the three-item groups generated from the objects {A, B . . . , F} in the (δ, θ)-space. The LTU is the group c 3 and UTL is the group c 1 . The extreme groups on LTU → UTL are {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }. If the far-pair diameter is used, the extreme groups are on the WTL → LTW. Here WTL means the ''lowestthen-leftmost'' point on the convex hull, namely, the point that has the minimum δ among the points having the minimum θ 's. The LTW means the ''leftmost-then-lowest'' point on the convex hull, namely, the point that has the minimum θ among the points having the minimum δ's. As Fig. 2b shows, the WTL is the group c 1 and the LTW is the group c 3 . The extreme groups on WTL → LTW are {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }.
We use c + and c − to denote the upper neighbor and the lower neighbor of an extreme group c. For example, in Fig. 2a , the c + of c 2 is c 1 and the c − of c 2 is c 3 . To find the confidence range of an extreme group, we have a property as follows.
Theorem 1: The confidence range c.α of an extreme group c is
λ
where
For example, in 
IV. SEARCH FOR EXTREME GROUPS
The extreme groups are the candidates for answering the DiaEG queries. A straightforward approach is to enumerate all the k-groups and identify the extreme ones on the convex hull by using Graham scan [18] . The Graham scan can build the convex hull in O(N log N ) time, where N is the number of points in the space. Since the number of k-groups is O(n k ) in the (δ, θ)-space, the straightforward approach takes O(kn k log n) time, which is time consuming. In order to find the extreme groups more efficiently, we propose two algorithms in this section.
A. CONSTRUCT GROUPS IN δ-ORDER
According to Theorem 1, the extreme groups are the points on LTU → UTL in the (δ, θ)-space, when using nearpair diameter. Instead of enumerating all k-groups before identifying the extreme ones, we identify the extreme groups incrementally using the features of LTU → UTL on the convex hull.
Theorem 2: The k-group at LTU is an extreme group. Let c ⊥ denote such group. Theorem 3: The k-group at UTL is an extreme group. Let c denote such group. According to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we can locate the bottom point c ⊥ (δ ⊥ , θ ⊥ ) and the top point c (δ , θ ) on the convex hull. We call {c ⊥ , c } the tentative convex hull C 0 . We retrieve the points in the ascending order of their semantic closenesses, i.e., δ-order. As Fig. 3 shows, each time we select a best point c i (δ i , θ i ) w.r.t. the current δ i . If the point falls inside of the current tentative convex hull C i , it cannot be an extreme point. Otherwise, the point is probably to be an extreme point. It means that the geographic diameter θ i of the FIGURE 3. Constructing groups in δ-order. VOLUME 6, 2018 point should be larger than a threshold i , which depends on the two points c i−1 (δ i−1 , θ i−1 ) and c . 
and
There will be multiple points satisfying the diameter threshold i . Among them, the best point is the one with the maximum diameter. Now the current tentative convex hull C i is updated by adding the best point c i . The process terminates when δ i ≥ δ . 1 It is easy to construct groups in the δ-order. First, c ⊥ consists of the top-k semantically closest neighbors. Next, each time the ith nearest neighbor o i is visited. We construct groups using o i and the objects {o 1 , · · · , o i−1 } visited before o i . Such groups have the same δ i (i.e., q, o i ). It is a little complicated to find the group with the maximum diameter among these groups. We will discuss the details in Section IV-C.
The next example illustrates the procedure of identifying the extreme groups in the δ-order. Let us identify the extreme three-groups. 1) We construct c ⊥ = c 3 and c = c 1 . 2) We visit the fourth nearest neighbor o 4 = H and figure out the diameter threshold 4 according to Theorem 4. Among the groups having diameters larger than 4 , we select the best one c 2 with the maximum diameter. We update the tentative convex hull by adding c 2 . Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure of searching for the extreme groups. To visit the objects in the ascending order of their distances to q, we organize the objects O using a spatial index (e.g., R-tree). First, we construct the group c ⊥ , which consists of the top-k nearest neighbors. We add it into the extreme group set C (line 2). At line 3, we visit the (k + 1)-th nearest neighbor of q, and at line 4 we figure out the diameter threshold according to Theorem 4. From line 5 to line 10, we construct the extreme group using each nearest neighbor o and terminate when SDist o < c .δ (line 5). At line 6, we select the best group from the feasible groups using function GetBestGroup(). The feasible groups are the ones that contain o and have diameters larger than . The best group is the one with the largest diameter among the feasible groups. We will introduce how to find the best group
Input the object set O, the group size k, and the query point q in the semantic space.
2:
C ← {c ⊥ };
o ← the (k + 1)th nearest object to q;
4:
← GetDiaThres(SDist o , c 1 , c ); c 1 denotes the top element on C.
5:
while SDist o < c .δ do 6: c best ← GetBestGroup( , k, o);
UpdateCH(C, c best ); 8: o ← the next nearest object to q;
← GetDiaThres(SDist o , C); 10: end while 11 :
return C;
13: end procedure 14: procedure UpdateCH(C, c best ) 15: while C has at least two elements do 16: c 1 ← the top element of stack C; 17: Pop c 1 ; Push c best onto C; 25: end procedure in Section IV-C. The current convex hull C may change when the new best group c best is added. At line 7, we update the convex hull C using UpdateCH(), which is in fact the Graham scan.
At line 8, we get the next nearest neighbor, and at line 9, we figure out the new diameter threshold using GetDiaThres(). After the while loop, we add c into C (line 11). The c (i.e., UTL) has the minimum semantic closeness among the max-diameter groups, which have the maximum diameters. We will briefly introduce how to find the max-diameter groups in Section VI-D, and we do not focus on this problem here. When the user issues a query q, we select the group with the minimum semantic closeness among the max-diameter groups. At last, we return the extreme groups C on LTU → UTL (line 12). The time complexity analysis is in Section VI-A.
Next
and terminate the checking procedure (line 21). Otherwise, we keep c 1 being deleted and continue to check the current top element. After the while loop, we push c best onto C (line 24).
B. CONSTRUCT GROUPS IN θ -ORDER
Besides of constructing the extreme groups in the δ-order, another option is to construct the groups in the θ -order. Like δ-order, at first we find the bottom point c ⊥ and the top point c w.r.t. q. Next, we visit the object pairs in the descending order of their geographic distances. As Fig. 5 shows, each time we select the best point c i w.r.t. the current θ i . If c i falls inside of the current convex hull C i , it is not an extreme group. If c i is possible to be an extreme group, its semantic closeness δ i should be smaller than a threshold i that depends on the points c i−1 and c ⊥ . 
There are multiple groups having θ i as their geographic diameters and having semantic closenesses smaller than i . Among them, we select the best group c i that has the smallest semantic closeness. The convex hull C is updated by adding the new point c i . The procedure terminates when θ i ≤ θ ⊥ .
When constructing groups in θ-order, we visit object pairs in the descending order of their distances. Let r(o, o ) denote an object pair consisting of o and o . In the preprocessing step, we sort the object pairs according to their geographic distances. When the query point q is issued, each time we visit the i-th farthest pair r i . We construct groups using r i and the pairs {r 1 , · · · , r i−1 } visited before r i . Such groups have the same diameters. In addition, we only construct the feasible groups whose semantic closenesses are smaller than the threshold i . Among the feasible groups, we select the best one that has the smallest semantic closeness. We will introduce how to construct the best group in Section IV-D. The algorithm of constructing extreme groups in θ -order is similar to Algorithm 1. We omit the details for the space limitation.
C. SELECT BEST GROUP WITH LARGEST DIAMETER
In this section, we introduce how to select the best group when constructing the groups in δ-order. Assume that we are constructing groups using the i-th nearest neighbor o i and the objects {o 1 , · · · , o i−1 } visited before o i . According to the diameter threshold i , we should construct the best group among the feasible groups, which have diameters larger than i . The diameter of the best group should be maximized.
To construct the feasible groups, we maintain a diameter graph G i . In G i , the vertices are the objects {o 1 , · · · , o i }. Two objects are connected by an edge, if their geographic distance is larger than i . The old G i−1 is updated to be G i when visiting a new object o i . The update operation has two steps. First, we add the new vertex o i and the edges
The example below illustrates the procedure. Fig. 6 shows the procedure of updating G ⊥ to G 4 . The graph G ⊥ has three vertices {E, I , J } and the three vertices are connected. Next, we visit the 4-th nearest neighbor o 4 (i.e., H ). The diameter threshold is 4 = 31.61 according to Theorem 4. We update G ⊥ by adding the new vertex H and the edges {HE, HI , HJ } associated with H . Due to 4 , we remove the edge EI because GDist E,I = 27.54 < 4 . At last, we obtain the new graph G 4 .
The feasible groups are the k-cliques in the current graph G i . In the example above, the feasible groups are {E, H , J } and {H , I , J } that are the three-cliques in G 4 . VOLUME 6, 2018
Among the feasible group, the best group is {E, H , J } that has the largest diameter. To find the best group, a straightforward way is to enumerate the k-cliques and select the one with the largest diameter. However, enumeration is time consuming. Alternatively, we use a progressive algorithm to find the best group.
The progressive algorithm incrementally constructs the best t-clique based on the best (t − 1)-clique. Each time the algorithm expands the current best (t − 1)-clique e t−1 to a t-clique e t by adding a neighboring vertex o. The neighboring vertex o should be a common neighbor of the vertices in e t−1 . Among the t-cliques, the one with a larger diameter has a higher priority to be expanded further. To visit the cliques in their priority order, we use a priority queue to maintain the cliques. The key of the element e t in the priority queue is its diameter θ t . The top element in the queue is always the clique having the largest diameter. The procedure terminates when the top element is a k-clique. The example below illustrates the procedure. Fig 7 shows the scenario that we are visiting the object H . First, we push the element H , ∞ into the queue. According to G 4 in Fig. 6 , we expand this element by using its neighbors {E, I , J }. The old element H , ∞ is popped and the new elements HJ , 47.56 , HE, 41 , and HI , 36.91 are pushed into the queue. The top element is HJ , 47.56 because it has the largest diameter. Next, we expand this top element by using the common neighbors of H and J . According G 4 , the common neighbors are E and I . The old element HJ , 47.56 is popped and the new elements HJE, 41 and HJI , 36.7 are pushed into the queue. Now, the top element is a three-clique. The procedure terminates and {H , J , E} is returned as the best one. We use a priority queue Q to retrieve the groups. The form of the element in Q is e c, key, nb , where c denotes the members in the group, key denotes the diameter of the group, and nb denotes the common neighbors of the objects in c. At line 9, we push the first element e o, ∞, o.nb into Q. 
Algorithm 2 The Best Group Select Algorithm 1: procedure GetBestGroup( , k, o, G)
Input the diameter threshold ; the group size k; the object o; the diameter graph G.
2:
for all o ∈ G.V do 3: if GDist(o, o ) ≥ then 4: o .nb ← o .nb ∪ {o}; 5: o.nb ← o.nb ∪ {o }; 6: end if 7: end for 8: G.V ← G.V ∪ {o}; 9: Push e o, ∞, o.nb into the queue Q; 10: while Q = ∅ do 11: top ← pop the top element of Q; 12: if top has k members then 13: return top.c; 14: end if 15: for all o ∈ top.nb do 16: c ← top.c ∪ {o }; We will analyze the time complexity in Section VI-A.
D. SELECT GROUP WITH SMALLEST CLOSENESS
In this section, we introduce how to select the best group when constructing the groups in θ-order. Assume that we are visiting the i-th farthest object pair r i (o, o ). Similar to the approach in Section IV-C, first we update the closeness graph G i−1 to be G i using r i (o, o ), and next we select the best k-clique in G i that has the smallest closeness. In the closeness graph, the vertices are the objects that have been visited, and two vertices are connected if the corresponding object pair has been visited. In addition, each vertex records the closeness of the corresponding object. When updating the graph G i−1 using r i (o, o ), we add an edge (o, o ) and remove the existing vertices if their closenesses larger than i . Specifically, we should add the vertices o and o if they do not exist in G i−1 . The example below illustrates the procedure. Fig. 8 shows the procedure of updating G 21 to G 22 by using the object pair r 22 = (E, H ). The corresponding semantic closeness threshold is 22 = 49.89. First, we add the new edge (E, H ) to G 21 . Since the vertices E and H exist, we connect them directly. Second, we check whether the vertices satisfy the closeness threshold 22 . The semantic closeness of each object is shown in the bracket. Since the closenesses of all the existing objects are smaller than 22 , we remove no vertex and we obtain the new closeness graph G 22 . The approach of selecting the best group with smallest closeness is similar to Algorithm 2 in Section IV-C. We also maintain a priority queue to retrieve the groups in order to find the best one as soon as possible. The differences are in two aspects. First, the priority of an element is its semantic closeness to q, and the group with smaller closeness has a higher priority. Second, the first element pushed into the queue is the group {o, o }, where o and o are the two endpoints of the edge r 0 . Here, r 0 is the object pair with the maximum geographic distance. We omit the details for the space limitation.
V. ANSWER DIAEG QUERIES
In this section, we introduce how to answer DiaEG queries efficiently. A straightforward way is to find all the extreme groups on LTU → UTL using the algorithms proposed in Section IV, and then figure out the satisfaction of each extreme group. To answer the best-satisfaction query, we select the group with the highest satisfaction. To answer the threshold-satisfaction query, we select several groups such that their total satisfaction is larger than the threshold τ . However, we can answer the DiaEG queries more efficiently by constructing some extreme groups only.
A. IDENTIFY REAL EXTREME GROUPS
Assume that we construct extreme groups in δ-order and now we are visiting the i-th nearest neighbor to q. In other words, we are going to construct the best group which has δ i as its semantic closeness and has θ i (≥ i ) as its geographic diameter. Before constructing the best group, we can determine whether a group c j ∈ C i−1 is a real extreme group on the final LTU → UTL. Here C i−1 is the tentative convex hull built when visiting the previous (i − 1)-th nearest neighbor.
Theorem 6: When constructing extreme groups in δ-order, a group c j ∈ C i−1 is an extreme group on LTU → UTL, if the test point TP(δ i , θ ) is on the right of the ray − −−− → c j−1 , c j . Proof: As Fig 9 shows , the current convex hull is
We are going to construct the extreme group with semantic closeness δ i and geographic diameter θ i (≥ i ). Before constructing the extreme group, we determine whether some existing groups are the extreme ones on the final LTU → UTL. Like Graham scan, we regard the set C i−1 as a stack, where the top element is c i−1 and the second top element is c i−2 . The three points TP(δ i , θ ), BP(δ i , i ) and c form a triangle (shown in grey). The new extreme group, which will be constructed in the future and may change the current convex hull, comes from this triangle area. The ray − −−−− → c i−2 c i−1 crosses the area, and thus a future group probably falls to the left of the ray. It means that c i−1 is not a real extreme group on the final LTU → UTL. Next, we check c i−2 , c i−3 , and . . ., successively in order to determine whether they are real extreme groups. The procedure terminates until we reach c t . The ray − −−− → c t−1 , c t does not VOLUME 6, 2018 cross the triangle area, and thus no future group falls to the left of the ray. It means that c t is a real extreme group on the final LTU → UTL. Additionally, to check whether a ray crosses the triangle area, a simple method is to check whether the point TP is on the left of the ray. The procedure terminates until we reach c t , since TP falls to the left of − −−− → c t−1 , c t . It means that c t is a real extreme group.
Theorem 9: When constructing extreme groups in θ-order, if the current convex hull is
and c t is an extreme group on LTU → UTL, the groups {c , · · · , c t−1 } are extreme groups too.
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7. We omit the details for the space limitation.
B. TERMINATE EARLIER
According to the theorems proposed in Section V-A, we can obtain some real extreme groups before building the full LTU → UTL. Using the upper neighbor c + and the lower neighbor c − of an extreme group c, we can figure out the confidence range c.α of c using Theorem 1, and further figure out the satisfaction c.p of c using Eq. 9. If c + and c − are both identified as real extreme groups, the satisfaction c.p can be obtained. To answer the threshold-satisfaction query, we maintain the sum of the satisfactions by adding the new satisfaction obtained each time. The procedure terminates once sum is larger than the satisfaction threshold τ . To answer the best-satisfaction query, we maintain the sum as well as the largest satisfaction best. We update best if the new satisfaction is larger than the old best. Meanwhile, we also add the new satisfaction to sum. The procedure terminates once
It means that the satisfaction obtained in the future cannot be larger than best. Algorithm 3 summarizes the procedure. Algorithm 3 extends from Algorithm 1. At line 2, we push c ⊥ onto the stack C. At line 3, we get the next nearest neighbor o and at line 4 we figure out the diameter threshold . From line 5 to line 26, we find the result groups. At line 6, we construct the best group that contains the current o, and at line 7 we update the current convex hull C by adding c best . At line 8, we divide the convex hull into two parts C and tempC. The groups in tempC are undetermined groups, while the groups in C are determined to be real extreme groups. We will introduce the details in the Procedure SetRealExtGroup() later.
Next, we figure out the satisfaction of each group in C if its upper neighbor c + and lower neighbor c − are available. Specially, the satisfaction of the top group on C cannot be figured out, because its c + is unknown. However, the satisfaction of the bottom group can be figured out even if it has no c − , because the upper bound of its confidence range is 1. Thus, we keep the top group in c new ⊥ temporarily (line 9). The satisfaction of c new ⊥ will be figured out in future iterations. Since the top group acts as the c + of the second top group on C, we also keep it in c + (line 9).
From line 11 to line 20, we figure out the satisfaction of each top group on the current C. First, we get and pop the top group c 1 (line 12 and line 13). Meanwhile, we output c 1 Algorithm 3 The Threshold-Satisfaction Query Algorithm 1: procedure ThresSatQuery(q, O, k, τ ) Input the object set O, the group size k, the semantic query point q, and the satisfaction threshold τ .
2:
3:
o ← the (k + 1)-th nearest object to q;
4:
← GetDiaThres (SDist o , c 1 , c ) ; c 1 denotes the top element on C.
5:
UpdateCH(C, c best ); 8: SetRealExtGroup(C,tempC,TP);
c new ⊥ , c + ← the top element on C; 10: Pop c new ⊥ ;
11:
while C = ∅ do 12: c 1 ← the top element on C; 13: Pop and output c 1 ;
14:
c 2 ← the top element on C; 15: sum ← sum + GetSatis(c 1 , c 2 , c + ); 16: if sum > τ then 17: return; 18: end if end while 39: end procedure for the threshold τ has not been reached (line 13). At line 14, we get the second top group c 2 which acts as the lower neighbor of c 1 . At line 15, we figure out the satisfaction of c 1 using its lower neighbor c 2 and its upper neighbor c + , and we add this satisfaction to sum. If sum is larger than τ , the procedure terminates because the total satisfaction of the groups found is larger than τ . Otherwise, we update c + using c 1 and a new iteration starts.
The loop terminates when C becomes empty (line 11). We push c new ⊥ back onto C because its satisfaction is unknown (line 21). We also push the undetermined groups in tempC back onto C (line 22). Notice that tempC is also a stack. Each time we pop its top group and push it onto C. At line 23, we get the next nearest neighbor o and at line 24 we figure out a new diameter threshold according to o. The new iteration starts and the loop terminates when SDist o becomes larger than c .δ (line 5). We will analyze the time complexity in Section VI-A.
The procedure SetRealExtGroup() divides the groups on the current C into two parts. The groups, which cannot be determined to be real extreme ones, are stored in tempC temporarily. The other groups, which can be determined as real extreme ones, remain stored in C. We observe the point TP(SDist o , θ ) to distinguish the two parts. If C has at least two groups (line 28), we check whether the top group c 1 is a real extreme one (line 29 and line 30). In order to verify the realness of c 1 , we need the second top group c 2 according to Theorem 6 (line 31). If TP is on the right of the ray − −− → c 2 , c 1 , c 1 is a real extreme group (line 32). The other groups, which are below c 1 , are the real ones too according to Theorem 7. Thus, we push c 1 back onto C (line 33). Otherwise, c 1 cannot be determined, and it is pushed onto the temporary stack tempC and waits for the verifications in future iterations (line 36). The algorithm of answering the best-satifaction query is similar to Algorithm 3. The difference is that we do not output the extreme group found immediately (See line 13 in Algorithm 3.). Instead, we add a variable best to maintain the best satisfaction. If the satisfaction of the group found is larger than best, we update best and record this group as the best one. To terminate earlier, we compare the best with 1 − sum and terminate once the former is larger than or equals to the latter according to Eq. 16. Line 16 in Algorithm 3 should be changed to examine this condition. For the space limitation, we omit the details of the best-satisfaction query algorithm.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performances of DiaEG queries using both synthetic and real datasets. The synthetic datasets are P i 's (i ∈ [1..10]), which contain 100 × i two-dimensional random points. The real datasets are P phone , P build , and P bike . P phone contains 95 objects with real semantic attributes and synthetic geographic coordinates. The data are collected manually from Mobile ZOL [19] . 2 The semantic attributes consists of sizes and weights of the phones. P build and P bike contain objects with real geographic coordinates and synthetic semantic attributes. The data comes from the standard real bicycle sharing dataset Divvy [20] . In P build , the geographic coordinates of the objects are the longitudes and latitudes of 253 Wi-Fi hotspots in the City of Chicago. In P bike , the geographic coordinates of the objects are the longitudes and latitudes of 582 bicycle sharing stations in the City of Chicago. For simple, let syn denote the superset of the synthetic datasets, and let real denote the superset of the real datasets.
All the experiments are conducted on a machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200U CPU with 4 GB of memory running Windows 8.1 (64 bit). All the algorithms proposed are implemented in C++. The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is Code::Blocks 13.12 and the compiler is GNU GCC Compiler. We evaluate the proposed algorithms with various group size k's and satisfaction threshold τ 's, i.e., 
A. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSES
We have three algorithms to answer the DiaEG queries. Let naive denote the baseline algorithm, which enumerates all the k-groups and uses Graham scan [18] to find out the groups on LTU → UTL. Let δ-sort denote the algorithm which builds LTU → UTL incrementally by constructing the groups in the ascending order of their δ's (Algorithm 1). Let θ -sort denote the algorithm which builds LTU → UTL incrementally by constructing the groups in the descending order of their θ 's.
In naive, first we should enumerate all the k-groups in O(n k ) time where the total number of k-groups is n k , and next we use Graham scan to build LTU → UTL in O(N log N ) time, where N is the total number of points in the space. In the δ-θ space, the points indicate the k-groups and thus N = O(n k ). Therefore, the time complexity of naive is O(kn k log n).
In δ-sort (Algorithm 3), the most time-consuming step is to select the best group with the largest diameter, i.e., the function GetBestGroup() (Algorithm 2). When checking the t-th semantically nearest neighbor p t , we use a priority queue to find the best group. If the top element of the queue is a k-group, the best one is found. At the worst case, we have to construct
m−1 groups and push them into the queue, where m is the number of neighbors of an object in the diameter graph. The groups are the 2-groups, 3-groups, . . ., k-groups which consist of p t and some of its neighbors.
To enlarge a group by adding a new object, we spend O(m 2 ) time to find the common neighbors of its current members. When pushing a new group into the queue, we spend O(k log m) time to update the queue, because the maximum number of elements in the queue is m k−1 . Therefore, the time complexity of finding the best group (Algorithm 2) is
In δ-sort (Algorithm 3), first we sort the objects according to their semantic closenesses to the query point q, which takes O(n log n) time, where n is the total number of objects. Second, we construct the groups in the ascending order of their δ's in O(nm k+2 ) time. Therefore, the time complexity of δ-sort is O(n log n + nm k+2 ).
In θ -sort, first we sort the object pairs in their diameter order. This step is independent of the query point q, which makes it different from the δ-sort. It means that we can do it in the preprocessing step before users issue queries. Even if this step is time-consuming, it cannot influence the query performance. When a user issues his query, we construct the groups in the descending order of their θ 's in O(n 2 m k+2 ) time. Like δ-order, θ -order takes O(m k+2 ) time to find the best group with the smallest semantic closeness. Since there are O(n 2 ) object pairs in total, the time complexity of θ -order is O(n 2 m k+2 ).
B. PERFORMANCES OF THRESHOLD SATISFACTION QUERIES
According to the time complexity analyses, we evaluate the threshold-satisfaction queries on four aspects, i.e., data size n, neighbor number m, group size k, and threshold τ , as Fig. 11 shows. Fig. 11a shows the time grows when the dataset size n increases from 100 to 1000. The θ -sort costs more time than δ-sort because n has more influence in O(n 2 m k+2 ) than in O(nm k+2 ). Fig. 11b shows the neighbor ratio decreases when n increases. The neighbor ratio is the percentage of neighbors of each object out of the whole object set. For δ-sort, the ratio is below 10%, and for θ -sort, the ratio is below 1%. It means that the number of neighbors m is far smaller than n when running δ-sort and θ -sort. Comparing O(nm k+2 ), the influence of m is smaller than the influence of n in O(n 2 m k+2 ). The figure also shows that m does not rise when n increases. Fig. 11c shows the time grows when the group size k increases. We conduct the experiments on P 1 which is smaller enough for the algorithm naive. For naive, the time grows sharply because the time complexity of naive is O(kn k log n). For δ-sort and θ-sort, the time is influenced by k obviously, but the growth is more gentle. Fig. 11d shows the time elapsed grows when the threshold τ increases. We conduct the experiments on P 10 . The reason of the growth is a smaller τ makes the algorithm terminate earlier. The earlier termination has no significant effect on θ -sort because the total amount of time taken by θ -sort is large on the dataset P 10 . Fig. 11e shows the time of δ-sort and θ -sort on real, and Fig. 11f shows the time of the two algorithms as well as naive when k increases. The experimental results are compliant with the time complexity analyses.
C. PERFORMANCES OF BEST SATISFACTION QUERIES
We evaluate the best-satisfaction queries on three aspects, data size n, group size k, and neighbor number m as Fig. 12 shows. Fig. 11a and Fig. 12d show the trends of the time elapsed with the dataset sizes (n's). The trends present similar shapes to the trends in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12d , since we use similar δ-sort and θ -sort to answer the best-satisfaction queries as well as the threshold-satisfaction queries. The main difference is that the algorithms can terminate earlier due to the threshold τ when answering threshold-satisfaction queries.
Comparing with the threshold-satisfaction queries, the bestsatisfaction queries run more slowly. Fig. 12b and Fig. 12e show the trends of the time elapsed with the group sizes (k's). The trends also present similar shapes to the trends of threshold-satisfaction queries VOLUME 6, 2018 in Fig. 11c and Fig. 11f . The θ -sort runs faster than δ-sort when k is larger than 4. The reason is that the neighbor number m of θ -sort is much smaller than the m of δ-sort. Considering the time complexities of δ-sort (i.e., O(n log n + nm k+2 )) and θ-sort (i.e., O(n 2 m k+2 )), when k grows the m k+2 with a large m rises more significantly than the m k+2 with a small m. Fig. 12c and Fig. 12f show the neighbor ratio of θ -sort is 10 times lower than the neighbor ratio of δ-sort. When the dataset size grows, the gap between the two ratios becomes larger.
D. PERFORMANCES OF FINDING THE MAX-DIAMETER GROUPS
We evaluate the performances of the preprocessing step, where we find the groups with the maximum diameter. For simple, we call such groups U-groups. We find the U-groups at the preprocessing step. When a query q is issued, we can find c among the U-groups according to their semantic closenesses to q. The basic idea of finding U-groups is to enumerate the k-cliques in the current diameter graph. The diameter graph is enlarged incrementally by adding an edge each time. The edges are added into the graph in the descending order of their lengths, i.e., the geographic distances between two objects. After adding an edge, we enumerate all the k-cliques in the current graph.
In the preprocessing step, first we sort the edges in O(n 2 log n) time. Let edge-sort denote this procedure. Next, we update the graph by adding an edge each time and enumerate all the k-cliques in the current graph. The Enumeration costs O(hk 2 ) time where h is the number of sub-graphs consisting of k vertices. For each sub-graph, we spend O(k 2 ) time to determine whether it is a k-clique. Therefore, this procedure takes O(n 2 hk 2 ) time in total. Let clique-enum denote this procedure.
We evaluate the preprocessing step on three aspects: dataset size n, group size k, and vertices/edges ratio as Fig. 13 shows. Fig. 13a shows the amounts of time taken by edgesort and clique-enum. The time grows when the dataset size n increases from 100 to 1000. Notice that the default group size is k = 4. The edge-sort takes more time than clique-enum. The reason is that hk 2 has smaller influence on the time complexity of clique-enum (i.e., O(n 2 hk 2 )) when k and h are both small. The number of sub-graphs (h) depends on the number of vertices and edges in the graph. Fig. 13d shows the vertices/edges ratio with the dataset size n. Since a complete graph contains n vertices and n(n − 1)/2 edges, the vertices ratio is the percentage of final vertices out of n and the edges ratio is the percentage of final edges out of n(n − 1)/2. The final vertices/edges are the existing ones in the graph when clique-enum terminates. As the figure shows, the vertices ratio is close to 100%, while the edges ratio is below 10%. It means that the number of the sub-graphs (h) is not large. In addition, the edges ratio does not rise with the growth of n. Fig. 13b shows the amounts of time taken by cliqueenum. When the group size k increases, the time grows. The increase of k does not influence the time of edge-sort. The trends of time are compliant with the time complexities of clique-enum and edge-sort. As the figure shows, cliqueenum takes more time than edge-sort when k is larger than 4. The reason is that hk 2 influences O(n 2 hk 2 ) more significantly when both k and h increase. The number of subgraphs (h) depends on the size of k as Fig. 13e shows.
In Fig. 13e , the vertices ratio grows closer to 100% and the edges ratio grows sharply when k increases. It means that there are many edges in the final graph due to a large k and thus more sub-graphs should be checked. Fig. 13c shows the trends of time when preprocessing real and Fig. 13f shows the trends of vertices/edges ratios correspondingly.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce a new spatial query problem, i.e., the DiaEG query. The DiaEG query aims at finding good k-groups of objects by considering both semantic closenesses and geographic diameters of the group memebers. There are two types of DiaEG queries, namely, the thresholdsatisfaction query and the best-satisfaction query. Such queries do not require users to input α's, which can be used to measure the weights of semantic aspect and geographic aspect, since for non-expert users it is difficult to select appropriate α's. We propose algorithms to answer the DiaEG queries efficiently. The basic idea is to construct extreme groups on the convex hull in the (δ, θ)-space. We also employ the properties of the convex hull to reduce the search space. To evaluate the proposed algorithms, we conduct experiments on both real and synthetic datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithms can answer the two types of DiaEG queries more efficiently than the straightforward approaches. CHANGYU CHEN is currently pursuing the B.S. degree in information security with the University of Science and Technology Beijing. His research interests include information security, spatial-temporal database, and data mining. VOLUME 6, 2018 
